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We live in an age where the future is bright
yet riddled with uncertainty. To navigate this
unpredictable world, our children need a rock
solid foundation that equips them with the
right knowledge, confidence, resilience and
ideas that can help them create a successful
life. M.S.Ramaiah, Educational Trust ventured
into the field of education in Mysore in the
year 2010 under the able chairmanship of
Shri. M. R. Ananda Ram. With the brand
name of Shri. M.S. Ramaiah, a visionary in
the field of education, situated away from
the bustling city limits amidst calm and
serene environs, has carved a niche for itself
and is counted among the best schools in
Mysore. The campus has been thoughtfully
designed to create a dynamic environment,
which triggers learning and facilitates the
teaching process. Navkis has earned a
reputation for excellence in the field of
academics as well as extracurricular activities
being incorporated with modern technology
for creating the advanced and more
enterprising learning environment.

At Navkis Educational Centre, Mysore, we are
committed to nurturing and enabling learning
in children that helps them become more
complete when they leave the fold of the
supportive school environment. Navkis is
delighted to welcome your children and we
look forward to having an exhilarating,
exciting and inspiring academic year.

Shri M R Anand Ram

Chairman 

NEC Mysore



PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE

Education is a shared commitment between dedicated teachers,
motivated students and enthusiastic parents with high
expectations and this commitment has become even stronger
during these unprecedented times. As homes have transformed
into classrooms, the role of the teachers, parents and students
has completely transformed.

Today the role of the school is not only to pursue academic
excellence but to empower our students to become lifelong
learners who are resilient and productive members of society. As
a part of our commitment to the holistic development of our
students, we have various academic and non-academic activities
planned.

These activities help us to motivate the late bloomers, to mould
the mediocre and to challenge the gifted.

We have captured these moments and is presenting to you the
first edition of our half yearly News Letter 2021.

I appreciate the students, teachers and all the stake holders for
their active participation in this journey towards excellence. Let’s
continue to strive for excellence with our sustained efforts.

Stay safe and healthy and abide by the COVID safety protocols!

Do visit the website https://navkismysore.com/ as well and
download a copy for yourself for future reference.

Happy Reading!

With Best Regards,

Dr. S. Jayashree Muralidhar

Email ID: principal@navkismysore.com



We team of NAVKIS from M.S. Ramaiah group of institution is very proud to announce

the result of Grade X of the academic year 2020-2021. Age-old wisdom says that

efforts and hard work always pays back as the proverb says our tutees have proved

that it is true to this day. NAVKIS, Mysore has achieved 100% results in Grade X Board

Examination. Nritya Muthanna K our Topper of the class with 97.60% followed by

Shubang M Y – 96%, Jahnavi H Bathia-93.60%.

Added to this NAVKIS, Mysore has brought more laurels with 2 Centums in Kannada

owing to the efforts of Abhigna B V and Sanjana R and we heartily congratulate Mrs.

Suma Bai for her support and guidance.

GRADE 10 RESULTS

WORDS FROM OUR ACHIEVERS

Nritya Muthanna K: ‘My Experience at NAVKIS.’

School is said to be a temple of knowledge, where we are
introduced to the world and more to oneself. Besides our
memories at NAVKIS not only for fun, friendship, sports
and extracurricular activities which had helped me focus on
my interest and goal. I owe it all to MY SCHOOL with
excellent team of teachers and mentors. My school had
mould me from a shy nature to a bold, brave and confident
youth ready to explore the challenges of life. Navkis has
taught me not only to focus on syllabus and importance of
education but also how to apply the concepts in real life
situations. I am extremely grateful to all the support and
guidance received from team Navkis.

Shubangh M Y: My journey at Navkis.

As a kid at Navkis was a big mountain for me which had
everything in it: happiness, joy, sorrow, surprise and much
more. Navkis gave me lots of unforgettable memories.
There is a saying ‘school life is a golden life,’ at first, I did
not believe it but after I missed it. I understood the value.
Every morning as I entered the campus, I would first look
at lord Ganesha idol and ask him for my day to be the best.
Thank you for the treasure that I have gained from the
team of teachers.

Jahnavi H Bathia: My thoughts of Navkis.

I have studied at Navkis for ten long years. It has upgraded
me academically and personally. The teachers at Navkis
are always inspiring, as in every way they encourage us not
only study wise but also for our inner development. The
school had provided us with amenities. Thus, I can proudly
say that my experience at Navkis had been wonderful and
unforgettable.



SUMMER ENGAGEMENT PROGRAMME

The Summer Engagement Programme
was organised by Navkis Educational
Centre through virtual classes. Fun filled
activities for our curious children during
the pandemic, was a delightful treat. It
gave them an opportunity to learn new
skills, while being in a safe environment
of their homes. All the students
enthusiastically participated from Grade
1 to grade 9, in different activities.

The programme was planned in such a
way that it touched all the subjects. In
order to keep children engaged,
occupied and concentrate on different
topics also make use of creative
approach.

At the end of the Summer Engagement
Programme all the participants received
a certificate from the school with due
appreciation for their work. This
programme provided a boost to all
children to think out of the box. Parents
appreciated this programme as it kept
the children active and busy during the
pandemic situation.





ENVIRONMENTAL DAY

“Love The Earth As You Would Love
Yourself.”

-John Denver

World Environment day is celebrated
every year on 5th of June.

The main aim of celebrating this day is
to raise awareness among people to
protect the environment. The World
Environment Day comes every year
annually with new themes which is
assigned by the United Nations. The
theme for World Environment day of
this year was “Ecosystem Restoration”.

We at Navkis planned for virtual
activities that were designed according
to grades.

Grade 1- Bird Feeder using waste shoe
box, Gr 2- Poster making on
Environment Day, Gr 3- Segregation of
dry waste and wet waste, Gr 4- Model
making of Mother Earth using waste
paper, Gr 5 - 3 R’s (Reuse, Reduce,
Recycle), Gr 6- Preparation of Compost
using Kitchen dry waste, Gr 7-
Cultivating Plants in Plastic bottles, Gr 8-
Essay writing on contribution of student
for Environment, Gr 9- Essay on
Ecosystem Restoration and Gr 10-
Different Steps to protect Mother Earth.

Our children actively participated
according to the assigned activities and
forwarded their activities, pictures and
videos to their respective science
teachers.





WORLD FOOD SAFETY DAY

“Let your food be your medicine, and your

medicine be your food.”

-Hippocrates

World Food Safety Day is celebrated on 7th

June. The theme of this year is “Safe Food

Today for a Healthy Tomorrow” as the theme

conveys the consumption of the right kind of

food which is beneficial for both human

being and the environment. Activities were

planned virtually for students from grade 1 to

10 like - Talk on healthy food, poor nutrition

and food borne diseases, prevent wastage of

food, malnutrition effects on health,

nutrition increases immunity. Children

focused on assigned topics and explored it to

gain knowledge and awareness.

PICNIC DAY
“You bring your own weather to a picnic.”

- Gretchen Rubin
As 18th June is observed as International
Picnic Day, Grade 1 to 3 teachers planned to
take their students virtually for a day’s picnic.
Children were asked to get ready for the
picnic with their snacks, water bottles,
sanitizer, mask, etc. The places planned were
Coorg (Dubare Elephant Camp), Nehru
Zoological Park, Hyderabad and Bandipur.
Children had a nice time and enjoyed a lot
along with their teachers that created a
memory which will be cherished for their
lifetime.



CELEBRATION OF NATIONAL READING 
DAY, WEEK & MONTH

“A book is a gift you can open again and again”

-Garrison Keillor

As we know, 19th June is celebrated as Reading Day and the following week as Reading
week, as a movement to promote the culture of reading with the concept, ‘Learn to Read,
Read to Learn’ in order to honour the Father of the Library Movement. In the light of
COVID-19 pandemic we have designed various online reading activities and encouraged
our students to enroll and participate in the online activities and competitions organized
by the foundation.



YOGA DAY

“ Yoga is a light which once lit, will never dim.
The better your practice, the brighter the
flame.”

-B. K. S Iyengar

On the occasion of International Yoga Day,
Entab had organized a Yoga session on the
theme of "Yoga at Home with Family" on 21-
06-2021. Students from our school were
registered for the programme.

Archana Jain, a certified yoga trainer,
commonwealth Powerlifting Champion and
an Aerobics coach guided the students to do
various Asanas.

Prior to starting the yoga asana students
were made to relax their body by chanting
ohm mantra. She enlightened them about the
meaning of yoga as it brings reunion to Our
mental, physical and spiritual practices. It
helps to relieve the stress, anxiety and also
improves the concentration level.



FATHER’S DAY

“To be the father of a nation is a great honour, but to be the father of a family is greater 
joy.”

-Nelson Mandela

Father's Day was celebrated virtually to honour fathers and celebrating fatherhood,
parental bonds and the role of fathers in shaping the lives of their children.

Navkis Educational Centre, celebrated the day in their own special way by conducting
virtual ‘Dance or Sing along with my superhero' for grade 1 and 2 and for grade 3 and 4 -
'How well do you know me?' (Rapid fire questions). The theme of the celebration was
#LikeFather-LikeSon. All the parents and their wards dressed up in similar outfit or wore
clothes with same colour combination.

The Celebration was started with a beautiful performance by father and child duet
singing on. Students presented a thanking note for their fathers by acknowledging their
fathers’ dedications, devotions and also the efforts made by them in raising and
nurturing their families.

Fathers, while expressing their feelings on the occasion, appreciated the efforts of the
school authorities for this unique idea of involving the Fathers in such celebrations. It
was a unique event that helped them to know understand each other in a better way.



DOCTOR’S DAY 1 JULY

“Medicines cure diseases, but only doctors
can cure patients”.

- Carl Jung

A special day is observed every year on
July 1st as Doctor's Day. The objective is to
acknowledge the contributions of our
doctor’s and their service to mankind.
With the current situation doctors have
played a vital role towards the wellbeing of
the society.

On the occasion of Doctor’s Day, Team
Navkis organised a virtual celebration. Dr.
Guruprasad, Pediatrician, working in
Karnataka institute of Medical Sciences,
Hubbali. was our guest for the day. He is
very passionate about treating young lives.

He explained the importance of hygiene,
with special emphasis on Covid-19
protocols, good eating habits and stressed
on the importance of every meal followed
by a balanced diet.

It was an interactive session with all the
students and parents in which students
involved themselves with much
enthusiasm and enjoyed interactively.

MATHEMATICS SEMINAR
A two day mathematics workshop was
conducted by Prof. Balamurugan (M.Sc,
M.Phil) faculty in Navkis Residential PU
College(From The House of Sri. M.S
Ramaiah) Bangalore on 30th and 31st July,
2021. The topic was “Introduction to
Trigonometry.” Children learnt new and
easier methods to solve mathematical
problems related to trigonometry and
quadratic equations. The session was
thoroughly enjoyed by the students. It was
very insightful. It enhanced their
knowledge and enriched student’s views
towards trigonometry and quadratic
equations.



MONTHLY CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY

Co-Curricular activities are an essential
part of school life and help in enhancing
the learning process of students at school.
We at Navkis Institution have also
organized monthly co-curricular activity
from Grade 1 to X.

The virtual co-curricular activity conducted
in the month of July was aptly based on
the theme ‘Family’, for many of us our
biological family is our first and primary
social unit. Our relationship with our
parents and siblings shape who we are and
creates the foundation of relationship with
people outside the family. If those family
bonds are healthy we are more apt to
demonstrate genuine love, loyalty and
selflessness as a result.

An array of activities based on family
values conducted in July for Grade 1 to X
were: Speech, Drawing, Elocution-, Essay
writing, debate, poem etc.



QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT

Social Science Seminar

“Ours is not a drive for power, but
purely a nonviolent fight for India’s
independence.”

-Mahatma Gandhi

Quit India Movement also known as the
August Movement, was a movement
launched in Bombay a session of the All-
India Congress Committee by Mahatma
Gandhi on 8th August 1942, during World
War II, demanding an end to the British
rule in India. To commemorate this day,
we had organized a Seminar for grade X
students which was conducted by Dr. Anto
Richard M. A, M.Phil., B.Ed., M.Sc
(Psychology), Principal of St. Joseph’s
college, Jayalakshmipuram, Mysore.



INDEPENDENCE DAY

75th Independence Day was virtually

celebrated in our school with team

Navkisians, as it commemorates the

valour and spirit of freedom fighters, who

fought for the Independence of the nation

from British rule. The day is also

recognized as that of national pride and

honour.

ASHADA POOJA

Ashada masam corresponds to the English

months of July – August is a month of the

Hindu calendar that corresponds in the

Gregorian calendar. Our team in the

presence of our Principal ma’am had

arranged for a small pooja to Goddess

Chamundeshwari seeking her blessings for

our NAVKISIANS



MONTHLY COMPETITION OF 
AUGUST MONTH

With the same spirit the next competition
for the month of August was conducted
online. Topics like ‘Best out waste’,
‘Creative Writing’, ‘Story writing’, ‘Poem
related to nature’. Children could
understand that without wasting money
to utilize the materials and they could
design something with what they have at
home and show their talent. They also
exhibited their creativity with the usage of
language.

Essay writing was the activity given to
Grade IX and X students in which they
proved themselves with their individual
writing skills.



YOUNG WARRIOR MOVEMENT

‘Young Warrior Movement’ activated by the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, CBSE

YUWAAH (Generation unlimited India) and young community against COVID-19 in which

our students had actively participated and enriched themselves with the concepts

related to, the precautions that had to be taken regarding virus, how to motivate a

person affected with corona, how to be away from virus etc. Our children have received

the participation certificates too.

‘RUNNING IN THE RAT RACE’
‘COVID -19 period have been very

challenging for all of us, but it has also

given us an ample amount of time to

self-introspect and learn new things

about oneself.’

Entab Campus Care Ed Talks (Student

Edition) had organized a competition

based on the topic: ’Running in the Rat

Race’, which was held on 3rd September

2021 through Ed Talks Live Link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qC

x9NT9vWv0 in which our student

Master Phaneesha M K from Grade X

was selected and got an opportunity to

participate in the competition and

understand about being normal and

struggling to get ends meet. We are so

proud to share that we NAVKIS

EDUCATIONAL CENTRE were also a part

of it.

COLUMBIA ASIA SCHOOL QUIZ SEASON 3-WEBINAR CONTEST

‘IDEAS FOR PURSUING A FUTURE IN HEALTHCARE’

The Columbia Asia School Quiz had given an opportunity for our students to get robust

exposure in the field of health on 19th of September in which students from grade VIII

and IX had participated and received participation certificates.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCx9NT9vWv0


TEACHER’S DAY

Hindi Diwas was virtually celebrated in the month of September where concepts were
assigned to each grade like – Kavitha Vaachan, Devotional Songs, Riddles, Tongue
Twister, Corona Warriors, Favorite character from both epics (Ramayana and
Mahabharata), Narration about author – Mahadevi Varma’s Biography and Premchand’s
characterization. Each child was provided a duration of 2 minutes for recitation. Our
children enjoyed the event.

HINDI DIWAS

“BOOKS ARE THE MEANS BY WHICH WE BUILD BRIDGES BETWEEN CULTURES”

-Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan

With the covid 19 pandemic remodelled process of observance, we team Navkis with our
Principal ma’am celebrated our day and the management of Navkis had expressed their
gratitude towards the teaching and non-teaching staff and had arranged for sumptuous
lunch and going forward with a gift as a token of appreciation. Teachers enjoyed their
day to the fullest. The following week grade X students made a beautiful handmade
greeting card for our Principal ma’am in appreciation for her endless efforts in facilitating
them with quality education and development for their future. Our whole hearted
gratitude to our Management for recognizing and appreciating the efforts of the team .



REAP BENEFIT COMPETITION
In October 2021, REAP BENEFIT
COMPETITION, launched problem solving
contest for youth which was held from
22nd to 25th of October in 2021.

It was a contest where youth could
participate and pitch their solution-based
notions to build prototype to overcome the
issues due to waste littering, pollution,
unpleasant noise and devastating condition
of Covid 19 which had badly affected to the
nation. The entire contest was conducted
virtually on the solve Ninja Chatbot. Our
tutees had registered themselves with a
keyword ‘Mentor me’ with a platform
which inspired them to be responsible &
action-based citizen called ‘Solve Ninjas’, to
tackle with local civic & environmental
problems using local data, campaigns &
solutions. It is a technique of gamification
with comparative analysis.

This combination of technology and human
touch is something that consciously
endeavored to bring awareness in youth
which will be continued with few more
sessions.

LISTENING & SPEAKING SKILLS
CBSE had introduced a language
proficiency project: ‘Reading Literacy –
practice book,’ for students of Grade - I to X
to enrich English ability in a collaborative
manner by equipping them with 21st
Century skills regarding creativity, critical
thinking and self-learning mode, using
innovative methods. This was a part of
subject enrichment activity for Grade – I to
IV, where our teachers’ engaged students
on 2nd and 3rd Saturday’s for two
consecutive months through Google meet.



MONTHLY ACTIVITY OF OCTOBER
COOKING WITHOUT FIRE

“Cooking is a caring and nurturing act. It’s
kind of the ultimate gift for someone, to
cook for them.”

-Curtis Stone

Our tutees were assigned to be ready on
their toes for the competition and the topic
given was ’Cooking without fire’. It was
awesome to notice that each and every
child was volunteered to prove that he/she
was a talented in this cooking art without
fire. The main concept was to teach
children that they can even cook without
fire and such food has more nutritive
values. Various types of Salads were
prepared. It was quite colorful, interesting
and nutritious with complete health
package.




